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Problem statements

Observation:
Verbal and Nonverbal signals participate the 
grounding process in face-to-face conversation

� What predictive factors account for how people 
use nonverbal signals to ground information?

� How can a model of the face-to-face grounding 
process be used to adapt dialogue management 
to face-to-face conversation with an ECA?
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Goals

� Empirical support for an essential role for 
nonverbal behaviours in grounding

� Motivating an architecture for an embodied 
conversational agent
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Related works

� Matheson et al
� The status of contributions: provisional or shared?
� Shared information updates “information state”
� Acknowledgement acts are directly associated with 

grounding updates 
� Paek & Horvitz

� Actions in conversation give probabilistic evidence of 
understanding

� The dialog manager assumes that content is grounded 
as long as it judges the risk of misunderstanding as 
acceptable
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Related works

� Clark, Schaefer
� The role of eye gaze and head movements in the 

grounding process
� Nonverbal  behaviors mainly contribute to lower level of 

grounding
� Argyle, Cook, Goodwin, Novick et al.

� Gaze, mutual gaze, directional gaze
� Cassell et al., Traum, Rickel, Nakatani

� Verbal and nonverbal signals implement on ECAs
� Enhance the naturalness and effectiveness in HCI
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Experiment design

� Task
� 2 students give directions to campus locations to one another

� Condition
� Face-to-face condition (F2F)

� Two subjects sit with a map drawn by the direction-giver sitting 
between them

� Shared Reference condition (SR)
� L-shaped screen between the subjects
� Not be able to see the other’s face or body

� Data collected
� 10 sessions – 10 dialogues per condition (20 in total)
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Data coding

� Verbal behaviors
� Annotating dialogs

� By tokenizing a turn into utterance units (UU)
� DAMSL coding scheme (Dialog Action Markup in Several 

Layers) 
� It marks the role in the dialog and their relationship to each 

other
� Focusing on four categories in the statistical analysis

� Acknowledgement
� Answer
� Information request
� Assertion
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Data coding

� Nonverbal behaviors
� 4 types

� Gaze at Partner: gP
� Gaze at Map: gM
� Gaze Elsewhere: gE
� Head Nod: Nod
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Data coding

� Nonverbal behaviors
� 16 combinations

gE/gEgE/gMwNgE/gMgE/gPgE

gMwN/gEgMwN/gMwNgMwN/gMgMwN/gPgMwN

gM/gEgM/gMwNgM/gMgM/gPgM

gP/gEgP/gMwNgP/gMgP/gPgPspeaker

gEgMwNgMgP

ListenerCombinations of 
NVs
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Results

� Basic Statistics
� Differences between F2F vs. SR

425887NV status shifts *

4.435.26 words 
per UUs

Mean length of 
utterances *

3.783.24 min.Mean length of 
conversations

11451088No. of UUs

SRF2F
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Result
� Correlation between verbal and nonverbal behaviors

� NV status shifts with respect to the type of verbal communicative action

gM/gM (0.418)gP/gM (0.317)Assertion

gP/gP (0.5)gP/gM (0.38)Info-req

gM/gM (0.667)gP/gP (0.436)Answer

gM/gM (0.888)gMwN/gM (0.495)Acknowledgement

Pausewithin UU

Shift to
<Salient transitions: the most frequent shifts in F2F>
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Results

� Correlation between speaker and listener  
behavior
� To uncover the function of these nonverbal 

signals, we must examine how listener’s 
nonverbal behavior affects the speaker’s 
following action. 

� [u1] S: And then, you’ll go down this little corridor.
� [u2] S: It’s not very long.
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Results

� Correlation between speaker and listener  behavior
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A Model of Face-to-face grounding

� Grounding behavior is more likely to occur at an 
intonational boundary, which they use to identify UUs. 

� In previous models, info is grounded only when a 
listener returns verbal feedback � �a more fine-
grained model of grounding with nonverbal behavior

� Speakers are actively monitoring positive evidence of 
understanding, and also the absence of signs of 
miscommunication
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� Grounding behavior is more likely to occur at an intonational boundary, 
which they use to identify UUs. 

� A process model because of the incremental nature of grounding
� Preparing for the next UU
� Monitoring
� Judging

� This model is based on the information state approach. The inputs are 
sampled continuously, include the nonverbal state, and only some
require updates.
� Task attention over an interval following the utterance � grounding
� Gaze in the interval � the contribution stays provisional, and triggers an 

obligation to elaborate
� If the system times-out without recognizing user feedback � ungrounded
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Face-to-face grounding with ECAs
� System: MACK, an interactive public information ECA 

kiosk
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Face-to-face grounding with ECAs
� MACK system architecture
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Judgment of grounding

� Grounding Model for MACK
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Example 

� User interacting with MACK
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Evaluation 

� Preliminary evaluation
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Discussion

� How do people use nonverbal signals in the 
process of grounding?

� Nonverbal signals that are recognized as 
positive evidence of understanding are 
different depending on the type of speech 
act

� Maintaining gaze on the speaker is 
interpreted as evidence of not-
understanding (evoking more explanation)
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Future work

� A more comprehensive model of face-to-face 
grounding

� Other types of nonverbal behaviors and their 
interaction with eye gaze/ head movements

� Contradictions between verbal and nonverbal 
evidence (“OK” but looks at the partner)

� Different levels of miscommunication: sound that 
are not speech, out-of-grammar utterance, 
ambiguous meaning


